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I. Introduction 

Written in second quantization the Hamiltonian of a system of 
many particles in interaction has a great analogy with field-theoretical 
Hamiltonians, and it is therefore not surprising that field-theoretical 
methods turned out to be useful for many-body problems. Consider 
for example a Fermi gas of Ν identical particles in a cubic container 
of volume Ω, and apply periodic boundary conditions. 

The Hamiltonian is (putting h = l) 

(1.1) Η =H0 + V, 

{ l m 2 ) ^ ο - ^ Σ ^ ΐ α , , 

(1.3) V =\^r Σ ^ ( ? ι ^ 4 ) ^ ι + ί 2 , ί 3 + / 4 < α ΐ 2 α ΐ 8 α ΐ 4 . 

Μ is the mass, which we will set equal to \. The possible momentum 
vectors of the particles are denoted by Z; the three components of I 
take value 2πΩ~* χ integer, ν is the matrix element of the two-body 
interaction between fermions, calculated for antisymmetrized plane 
waves; the coefficient in front of the sum in (1.3) is such that ν is 
independent of the volume Ω. The operators o l v a* respectively 
annihilate and create the particles in plane wave states; they obey 

(1.4) α,α,, + α,,α, = 0, α,α*, + α*,α, = διν . 

Spin indices are not written explicitly; they should be added in the a's, 
the a*'s, and v. Note that ν exists only for two-body interactions 
which are not too singular. For too singular interactions, like poten
tials with a hard core, one approximates the potential by a regular 
one which one lets become singular at the end of the analysis. 

The unperturbed ground state \<pQ} of the Fermi gas is obtained 
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by filling with particles all states of momentum |Ζ|<2>*> leaving all 
other states unoccupied, where the Fermi momentum pF is related 
to the density ρ = Ν/Ω by the well-known formula (for spin \ par
ticles) : 

(1.5) ρ = ρ*/3π2. 

I t will be useful to denote by separate symbols momentum vectors 
inside and outside the Fermi sphere. We write m for momentum vectors 
verifying |m|<p„ for those such that \h\>pF. Obviously a*, a w 

are respectively the creator and annihilator of a hole in the Fermi 
sphere. The analogy with field theory is quite clear: )9?0> corresponds 
to the vacuum state, a* corresponds to the creation of a particle, a w 

to the creation of an antiparticle. Obviously the diagram technique 
of field theory will be applicable to the Fermi gas. 

There is, however, an important difference with field theory in 
the properties one wants to study. Here one of the main problems 
is the determination of energy and wave function of the perturbed 
ground state. The corresponding field-theoretical problem would deal 
with the properties of the physical vacuum state and is deprived of 
practical interest. Since the energy of the ground state (perturbed 
as well as unperturbed) is a quantity proportional to the volume Ω 
for Ω large and fixed density one already sees that for the many-body 
problem one will have to treat the limit Ω - > oo more carefully than 
in field theory, when all quantities usually calculated have finite limits 
for Ω -> oo. What we will have to do is to calculate asymptotic 
expansions for Ω oo. 

In the present lectures we shall discuss the perturbation approach 
to the ground state theory of a many-body system, taking the Fermi 
gas as a working example. 

II. The Goldstone Approach 

The simplest determination of the ground state energy has been 
given by Goldstone (2). Following an idea introduced in field theory 
by Gell-Mann and Low, he postulates that the perturbed ground state 
|y>0> is given by 

(2.1) Iyv> =1/(0, -oo )|<p 0>, 

where \φ0} is the unperturbed ground state and U{t, t0) the solution of 

i(dldt0)U(t, t0) =-HU(t, t0), 
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verifying Z7 ( y 0 ) = l . The limit t0~>— - oo in t/(0, — oo) is supposed 
to be taken by adiabatic switching on of the interaction. Call E0, e0 

the perturbed and unperturbed ground-state energies, respectively (the 
value of ε0 is flpJ/ΙΟπ1). One writes 

(2.2) Ε0(φ0|v>0> = <<fol#o + V|γ>ο> = ε0(φ0\ψ0> + <<p0\V\ψο> , 

using (2.1), 

(2.3) Eo-s0 = <(p0\VU(0, - oo) \φ0)Ι(φ0 \U(0, - oo) \φ0> . 

One then carries out a diagram analysis of the two matrix elements 
in this formula, using the well-known expansion of £7(ii —1 0 ) = Ut t%, 

(2.4) Ut == exp [ - UH] = 

= vi +... (-iyfdtnj^fdt, υΐ-,,νυΐ^... vmx +..., 

o o o 

(2.5) 17? = exp [— UH0] . 

Diagrams are constructed by representing each V by a vertex, with 
the same left to right ordering of vertices in the diagram as of the 
corresponding F's in (2.4) (increasing times go toward the left in the 
diagram). A hole is drawn as a line with an arrow pointing to the 
right, a particle above the Fermi sphere as a line with an arrow pointing 
to the left. Examples are given in Fig. 1 (the small circles passing 

F IG . 1. 

through one single vertex denote holes created and destroyed by the 
same V). Connectedness of diagrams is defined in the obvious way. 
Assume now that all energies would be redefined by substracting ε0: 
so that S0 is replaced by S0 — ε0. Assume further (φ0\<ρο) =1- As 
in field theory one then has 

(2.6) <<po\VU(0, -oo) |<p 0 > = 

= [Σ<<Ρο|{^(0, -οο)}Λ\φ0>]<φ0\ϋ(0, - o o ) | ^ > , 
δ 

where the symbol <|{'"'}al> means the contribution of a specific 
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diagram δ to the matrix element < ! · · · [ > , and where 2 extends over 
all connected diagrams. Hence 6 

(2.7) Εο-*ο = Σ <<Po10^(0, - oo)}6\Voy. 
δ 

The time integrations involved in U can now be safely carried out 
because all intermediate states are different from |^0>. Using (2.4) 
one finds 

(2.8) Eo-e0=2<<Po\{Vo}d\<Po>, 
δ 

where 

(2.9) re = V- V(JS0 - ε0)-Ύ+ V(H,-e^V(S,- · · · . 

(2.8) is Goldstone's formula for the energy shift of the ground state 
due to the interaction V. The definition of the diagrams for the expan
sion (2.9) is obviously analogous to their definition for (2.4). The 
intermediate states now contribute energy denominators instead of 
time exponentials. 

The importance of the result (2.8) lies in the fact that every term 
in the sum has the form β χ finite quantity for large Ω, i.e. the correct 
behaviour in Ω expected on physical grounds for E0 itself. This be
haviour is most easily verified by rewriting the Hamiltonian (1.1), 
(1.2), (1.3) in terms of symbols which have a simple limiting form 
for Ω - > oo. We define a weighted sum j by 

<"·> / -£?· 
ι 

a weighted Kronecker symbol by 

ί β/8π2 for I = 0 
(2.11) di=\ 

I'O for lΦ 0 

and weighted operators by 

(2.12) ξ, = . 

For Ω -> σο (2.10) tends to the integral jd3l, (2.11) to the three-dimen
sional delta function δ(1), whereas the ξ,'s then verify 
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8 
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contains all vacuum to vacuum diagrams with two hole lines only. 
This general procedure is due to Brueckner and is one of the basic 
elements of the discussion of nuclear matter which he carried out with 
a number of collaborators (2). 

Ill* Resolvent Technique 

Instead of merely postulating (2.1) for the perturbed ground state 
it is interesting to study under which conditions one can actually 
establish that this equation defines an eigenstate of the total Hamil-
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The Hamiltonian now becomes formally independent of Ω, 

(2.13) B=Ma+V, 

(2.14) B9=jwUi, 

(2.15) V =ί|«(ΪΛΙ,Ϊ4)ίι 1 + , 1 .^ , € {Γ 1 ί? β ί , . ί ι 4 . 
I r . . l 4 

For any diagram δ it is then very easy to determine the asymptotic 
form of its contribution to TJt or EQ for large Ω. In addition to a 
finite factor independent of Ω it contains a factor δι of momentum 
conservation for each connected component with external lines (I being 
the sum of the incoming momenta minus the sum of the outgoing 
momenta), and a factor δ0 = ί?/8π3 for each connected component 
without external lines (because momentum is automatically conserved 
for such «vacuum to vacuum» components). In particular, all dia
grams appearing in (2.8) give contributions proportional to δ0~Ω. 
This important result was made possible by the introduction of the 
concept of connected diagram. Equivalent concepts like the clusters 
first introduced by Ursell and Mayer in statistical mechanics and used 
for the ground state problem by Brueckner achieve the same goal. 

The case of singular potentials should be treated by grouping in 
(2.8) terms which correspond to processes where each collision between 
two particles is iterated an arbitrary number of times. The simplest 
example of such a group of terms is represented in Fig. 2, which 
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tonian. A suitable tool for this study is the resolvent technique de
veloped in earlier papers for the discussion of perturbation effects in 
systems of a large number of degrees of freedom. In these papers 
a distinction was made between two qualitatively different cases: 

(i) If for an unperturbed eigenstate |a> the matrix element 
(μ\Εζ\οί) of the resolvent (H — z)~1 = Bz has a real pole even in the 
limit of a large system (volume Ω -> oo) there exists an eigenstate 
of the total Hamiltonian obtainable from |a> by a perturbation formula. 

(ii) If <α|Ε^|α> has no real pole in the limit of a large system 
(it has then only a cut along a portion of the real axis in the z-plane) 
|a> has the nature of an unstable (i.e., decaying) state in presence 
of the perturbation. 

(i) and (ii) correspond for the Lee model to the so-called stable 
and unstable cases, respectively (3). In analogy we shall call |a> 
stable or unstable according to whether (i) or (ii) is realized. Note that 
<a|J^|a> has never complex poles (unless this function is continued 
analytically across the cut). 

The application of this general technique to the ground state theory 
of many body systems has been carried out by Hugenholtz on the 
example of the Fermi gas. It is based on a thorough analysis of the 
resolvent Bz by means of diagrams identical to those defined above, 
whereby the dependence of the matrix elements of Bz both on ζ and 
on Ω (asymptotically for large Ω) can be studied in detail (4). 

We shall now discuss under which conditions case (i) above is 
realized for the unperturbed ground state of the Fermi gas. If these 
conditions are satisfied a general perturbation formula applied to \<p0} 
gives an eigenstate \ψ0} of the total Hamiltonian which is found to 
agree with (2.1). This state is then believed to be the ground state 
of the system with interaction. 

I t is convenient for our discussion to redefine again all energies 
by subtracting ε0, so that H0 is replaced by B0 — ε0. Furthermore 
we shall make use of the well-known relations between resolvent 
Bz= (H—z)-1 and operator of motion Ut = exp [— itS]9 

(3.1) for ± Im ζ > 0, 
0 

co ±*o 

(3.2) 
- c o ± i O 
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Conventional diagram analysis gives 

(3-3) <ψο\υ,\φ0} =exp[Ft], 

(3-4) Ft=2<90\{lft}eWo>, 
δ 

where δ runs over all connected diagrams without external lines (and 
with at least one vertex). Hence, for ±ΙΤΆΖ>0, 

± 0 0 

(3.5) <<Po\Rz\<Po> = i jexp (itz + Ft) at, 
0 

and we will be able to determine possible poles of (φ0\Βζ\φ0} by study
ing the large t behaviour of Ft. On the other hand, (3.2) expresses 
Ft in terms of 

(3.6) 2<Ψ.\{Βζ}δ\ψ^=-ζ-2Αζ, 
δ 

(3.7) Λζ = Σ<Ψο\{νζ}β\ψο>, 
δ 

(3.8) Vz = V- V(H0 - ε0 - z)-*V+ V(B0 - ε 0 - ζ ) - 1 -

•V(H0-eo-z)-iV-- - = V-VBZV, 

and we shall derive the large t behaviour of Ft from the singularities 
of (3.6) in .z. Az is a simple function of ζ and Ω. I t is of the form 
Qgz where gz is independent of Ω (in the limit Ω - > oo) and has as 
only singularities in the z-plane a cut on the real axis, from a point xQ 

to +cx>. To second order in perturbation theory one finds for the 
Fermi gas 

(3.9) Wga =J ) - J J k l + k l _ m l _ m l _ _ z , 

(mt, m2 in Fermi sphere; kly Jc2 outside). According to this formula 
one would conclude x0 = 0, and the same conclusion holds to any 
finite order in v. We shall see, however, that x0 may be negative 
as a consequence of a failure of convergence in the diagram expansion. 

We now assume that for χ real and small 

(3.10) fo±* = y± + / ± * + o (0 « ) , 

(3.11) γ- = γ*+, y - = (/+)*· 

Consequently the unbounded part of (3.6) along the real axis is the 
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unbounded part of 

(3.12) Σ<<Ρο\{Χζ}6\<Ρο>=-Ω(2Γ*γ± + 2Γιγ,
±) for ± l m s > 0 . 

δ 

Substituting in (3.2) one finds the asymptotic behaviour of Ft for 
large t 

(3.13) Ft ~ (— ity± + γ'±)Ω for t - > ± oo. 

We have to distinguish two principal cases, corresponding roughly to 
# 0 > 0 and x0< 0. 

(i) γ+ = y_ = γ real and γ'+ = y_ = y' real. 

Prom (3.3) the unitarity of Ut then implies y ' < 0 . Eeturning to 
(3.5) we find 

(3.14) (φ0\Βζ\φ0} = exp [γ'Ώ]Ι(γΩ — ζ) + less singular terms . 

We find a pole at 

(3.15) ζ = γ Ω = A 0 = 2<<p0|{nWo> · 

This value agrees with the Goldstone formula (2.8) for Ε0 — ε0. The 
existence of a pole implies that a perturbation expression can be 
obtained defining an eigenstate \ψ0} such that 

(3.16) Η\ψ0} =Ε0\ψΌ>. 

This eigenstate has been calculated in detail by Hugenholtz. It is 
found to agree with the Gell-Mann-Low formula (2.1). If normalized 
to 1 it is found to verify 

(3.17) \<ψο\ψο>\2 = exp [γ'Ω] = exp [(άΑζ\άζ)ζ_0] . 

The case just discussed certainly would occur if x0> 0. It may 
occur if x0 = 0. The present evidence is that it occurs for a Fermi 
gas with repulsive forces, although a conclusive proof is still lacking. 
This case probably also occurs for the phonon system in anharmonic 
crystals, a system for which no convergence difficulties seem to occur 

(ii) y± complex. 

Put γ± = γ1 γίγ2. Using (3.13) one finds 

(3.18) Ε^(~ϋγι-\ί\γ2 + γ'±)Ω for t -> ± oo . 

From (3.3) one sees that γ2 must be positive because of the unitarity 
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of Ut. As a consequence 

(3.19) exp [Ft] -> 0 for t ^ ± oo 

and returning to (3.5), one concludes that (<p0\Rz\<p0} can have no 
real pole. The unperturbed ground state is unstable, no perturbation 
formula can be expected to transform it into an eigenstate of B. 
This situation occurs for x0< 0, in particular for dilute Fermi gases 
with attractive forces, the true ground state of which is probably 
of the type proposed by Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer for super
conductors (<5). 

IV. Difficulties of Perturbation Theory for the Fermi Gas 

We shall show briefly that convergence difficulties appear in the 
ground state theory of the Fermi gas even for very weak interaction ν 
and that they are related to the instability of the unperturbed ground 
state in the case of attractive forces. We want to calculate the con
tribution to Az of the diagrams of Fig. 2, assuming the interaction 
to be weak and pF to be small compared to the inverse range of the 
forces, and restricting all particle momenta in the intermediate states 
to be of order pF (the latter assumption is for convenience only; it 
could be relaxed by expressing our final result in terms of the singlet 
scattering length rather than in the parameter v0 introduced here
after). Under these conditions the main contribution of the diagrams 
considered is obtained by assuming the pair of holes as well as the 
various pairs of particles to be in the singlet (i.e., spin zero) state, 
since the matrix element of the interaction then does not vanish even 
when all momenta become negligibly small compared to the inverse 
range. The limiting value of the matrix element for this situation 
will be called v0. In our units (where h==2M = 1) it has the di
mension of a length. Summing over all diagrams of Fig. 2, we find 
as contribution to Az, 

(4.1) A? = — \v0 - vl ( « + fti-m? - ml-z)-*dki + kt-mi_1tli + ... + 

where the hly Jc2 integration is limited to a region pF< \k\ < 2pF. 
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The series under the integral over holes can be summed explicitly 
with the result 

( 4 * 2 ) A z - S^J Ϊ" ' 

(4.3) /(m,, m a, , ) = j fc, _ ^ _ ^ _ g . 

We now remark that the latter expression becomes + 0 0 for 

(4.4) rax + m2 = 0 , 1̂ 1 -|m 2 | = p , , s = 0, 

because of a logarithmic divergence in the ^-integration. As a con
sequence 

(4.5) m2, z ) | > l 

in a region of m 2, ζ around the values (4.4). The size of this 
region is of order 

(4.6) dm^ dm2~pF exp [— φ0ρ,], δζ~ pF exp [— c/t?0p,], 

where e is a positive numerical constant which we shall not calculate. 
It is independent of the upper limit of integration on lcu k2 because 
we assume %pF<^l. Although the region (4.6) is extremely small for 
low density and weak forces it always exists and produces clearly a 
divergence in the perturbation series in (4.1), despite the fact that 
each individual term in this series is finite (the m11 m2 integration 
always converges because the divergence of 1 is only logarithmic). 
Furthermore for attractive forces, more exactly as soon as v0< 0, 
the denominator in the integrand of (4.2) vanishes for ζ real negative 
and small enough in absolute value if the holes m19 m2 are near the 
antipodic configurations on the Fermi surface defined by 

m1 + m2 = 0 , \m1\ = \m2\=pF . 

Consequently A™ has a cut on the real axis of the z-plane which 
extends to the left of the origin. 

The same property holds for the contribution to Az of more ge
neral diagrams, actually for all diagrams describing pairs of particles 
(outside the Fermi sphere) and pairs of holes, the only transitions 
being mutual collisions of the particles of a pair, or of the holes of 
a pair, and creation or destruction of a particle pair with a hole pair. 
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i.e., that x0< 0 in the notation of the preceding section. This circum
stance is produced by those configurations of the particles and holes 
where the total momentum of each pair is very small. 

m1 + m2 ~ fr, + fc2 ~ pF exp [— ο/ν0ρ^ , 

each particle or hole being close to the Fermi surface 

\k1\ — pF~pF — \ml\~pFexv [—clv0pF] . 

In addition, in each pair the two particles or holes are in the singlet 
spin atate. I t should be remarked that these pairs are exactly the 
pairs used in the variational wave function of Bardeen, Cooper, and 
Schrieffer for the ground state of a superconducting electron system. 
It had been remarked previously by Cooper that such pairs can form 
bound states when v0 is attractive. 

Our conclusion that x0< 0 for v0< 0 is based on the assumption 
that diagrams not belonging to the family illustrated in Fig. 3 will 
not give contributions compensating exactly the part of the cut of Az 

to the left of the origin. A compensation of that type, although not 
rigorously excluded, is extremely unlikely. All indications are there
fore that the unperturbed ground state of the dilute Fermi gas is 
unstable if v0, more generally the singlet scattering length, is at
tractive. In the repulsive case on the contrary (v0> 0) the indica
tions are that xQ = 0 and one must expect the ground state to be 
stable, the perturbed state being given by the Goldstone-Hugenholtz 
perturbation formulas (except possibly for terms of type exp [— clv0pF] 
which these formulas cannot give). 

Finally we want to remark without proof that x0 is also certainly 
negative at arbitrarily low density if the two-body potential is such 
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An example of such a diagram is given in Fig. 3. The discussion of 
such diagrams leads to the general conclusion that for v0< 0 the cut 
of Az on the real axis of the z-plane extends to the left of the origin, 
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that there exists a bound state for some finite number of particles. 
Instability of the unperturbed ground state is then of course physically 
expected at low density, and it is satisfactory that the theory confirms 
this expectation. This case holds for nuclear matter and helium 3, 
so that the Brueckner theory is certainly meaningless for densities 
below the equilibrium density of these «quantum liquids ». 
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